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In Loving Memory

 
It is with heavy hearts that we announce the passing of Steve Johnson,

director of Alaskan Essences Inc, on Friday, March 17, 2017, in Missoula Montana.

He passed peacefully with his wife Judith by his side.

 

Please read our In Loving Memory page here.

 

We grieve this loss knowing our new roles as wife, friend, and team member

of Alaskan Essences will continue to unfold with grace and dedication. 

 

Since we work with essences every day, we had many tools to choose from that

helped us navigate this deep territory involving the death of a loved one and all

the reverberations that continue in our lives. We now feel a strong calling to share

some of these important essences and sprays that may be useful for others

undergoing similar processes and life situations. Whether experiencing illness,

caring for a loved one in poor health, or are close to someone in decline, these

essences will support you. And, of course, they are for anyone who has ever had

to say goodbye to a loved one. 

 

These eight essences were selected to help deal with fear, shock, pain and grief.

They help us open ourselves to the spiritual realm so we can access angelic

support, much needed for those passing over as well as for those of us left behind.

These essences also help us deal with exhaustion, feelings of being overwhelmed,

and the question of how to continue life. 

 
For the month of April, these essences will be discounted by 25%.

 

Foxglove • Bog Candle • River Beauty

Tidal Forces • Fire Opal • Paper Birch

1/4-oz/7.5ml stock regular: $9.45 - Special $7.09

1-oz/30ml stock regular: $13.95 - Special $10.46

 
Calling All Angels  • Soul Support

1/4-oz/7.5ml stock regular: $9.95 - Special $7.46

1-oz/30ml stock regular: $14.95 - Special $11.21

 
Calling All Angels Spray • Soul Support Spray

2 oz/60 ml Spray: Regular $16.95 - Special $12.71

4oz/120 ml Spray: Regular $24.45 - Special $18.34

 
This discount may NOT be combined with any other customer discounts.

Click HERE to find these special essences in the Online Store.

 

Foxglove Bog Candle Soul Support River Beauty

Foxglove is for situations where we have lost all perspective and have no idea of how

to proceed. It is particularly useful when we experience fear that is so strong that our

perceptions close down and we don’t know what to do or which way to go. Foxglove

relieves tension around our heart, opens up our breathing and restores our energy

flow. At the same time, the essence expands our perspective so that we can see

through our fear and transform the responsible underlying thoughts, feelings, and

belief systems into healing and rebirth.

 

Bog Candle is for those of us who maintain some level of awareness of the pain we

carry inside while ignoring or avoiding the feelings associated with grief because

directly confronting the pain seems too overwhelming. Bog Candle helps us constantly

bring more Divine Light into the situation. This light does not lose any of its integrity

when it encounters our more deeply held grief and suffering; it allows those parts that

have split off or have gotten lost along the way to reconnect with the core of who we

are. In addition, it enables those aspects of us that are engaged in a deep

transformational process to stay present instead of disconnecting or checking out

before the process is finished.

 

Soul Support (drops and spray) is our emergency care formula. It helps maintain

strength, balance, and stability during any stressful activity or traumatic situation. Soul

Support spray can be used at all times when there is bad news, lots of tension, and

extreme emotional ups and downs.

 

River Beauty is our main essence for grieving. Steve used to say, “If you cannot cry,

River Beauty will help you, and if you cry too much it can help stem the flow.” River

Beauty flower renews the land after a flood. Floods are symbolic of great cleansing and

radical change, like losing a loved one or other tragedy in the family. River Beauty

soothes the effects of such traumatic events, and supports the necessary process of

emotional reorientation and recovery one must go through after the shock from such

an experience has passed. It empowers us to work with intense emotional energy,

especially when it has been repressed in the physical body. 

 

Tidal Forces is an essence of rhythm and balance, of loss and gain, of adapting

ourselves to the swiftly changing currents of life. It helps us release the old and receive

the new with constant and unyielding fluidity. It soothes and balances overly

emotional, fiery states of being and helps to wash away mental resistance to change,

and to accept what is in the present moment. It helps us remember that the old is not

being swept away against our will, but because in our wisdom we have volunteered it.

 

Calling All Angels (drops and spray) is a combination formula that helps us contact

the love, guidance, and protection of the angelic realm. It brings a very soft, loving,

and serene energy into our hearts, physical bodies, and environments. The spray is

profoundly helpful before, during and after the transition process, for everyone

involved.  

 

Fire Opal is an important essence for anyone who feels exhausted and depleted of

energy. It releases blockages in our energy pathways to allow more Earth energy to rise

into the body and into all of the chakras. It helps the body learn to hold on to this

additional energy rather than making it available for immediate use, so our reserves

can be built up. Fire Opal facilitates long-term recovery from illness or overwork by

directly charging our reserves, starting with the parts of our system that are the most

depleted, with the caveat that this energy is not available for immediate use. It will

only become available when our reserves are topped off. 

 

Paper Birch is useful whenever we feel lost and are unsure where we are on our path

or face important life decisions and don't know what to do. Paper Birch helps us gain a

fresh perspective on what we are doing with our lives. It supports a process of

realignment with our life purpose by helping us get back in touch with the underlying

true and essential self that is present within us. The Paper Birch essence introduces a

calming, clarifying, and relaxing energy that helps us move our focus from chaotic

thoughts and confusing emotions to the peace and joy that are present at deeper

levels of our being. From this place of calm awareness, we are better able to make key

life decisions that support the truth of who we are.

Tidal Forces Calling All

Angels

Fire Opal Paper Birch

Follow us on Facebook to learn

more about Alaskan Essences

products, trainings &

special discounts.

 

Visit our Online Store

to purchase these and other

exciting Alaskan

Essences products.

 

 

Alaskan Essences Inc • 2365 Red Crow Rd • PO Box 1090 • Victor MT 59875 

www.alaskanessences.com • inquire@alaskanessences.com • 800-545-9309
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